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Seabed propaga tion of ULF/ELF electromagnetic fields from harmonic dipole sources
located on the seaftoor
A. C. Fraser-Smich, 1 A. S. Jnan,2 0. G. Villard, Jr.,1 and R. G. Joiner 3
(Rcc:eived February 29, 1988; aco:pted May 11, 1988.)

Th< amplitudC5 of lhe quasi-static electromagnetic field• generated al poii.u• on the seafioor by
directed magnetic dipol<s. horiwntolly directed magnetic dipol<s,
vertically directed electric dipole$, and horizont•lly directed electric dipo les) also located on the . ....
floor :u-e computed u•ing a numerical integration tecllnique. Th< pcimary purpose of tb ese compu·
talions is 10 obtain field amplitudes that can be used in undersea commUDication s tudies. An important
secondary purpose is to examine th• enh•ncemcnts or the fields produced at moderate to lar!!" dis·
tsnces by the presence of the rclati >ely lcos conducting sco.lloor, as cornpnred with the fields produced
nt the same distances in a sea of infinite extent, for froquenoieo in the ULF/EL~- bands (froquencies less
than 3 kHz). T hese latter enhancements cao be surprisingly large, with increases of 4 orders of magrutude 0 1· more beine typical el distances of 20 !d.Walcr skin depthL
h~r,monic dipole sources (vertically

I.

INTRODUCTION

Because o f the high attenuation involved (55 dB/
wavelength), communication th rough seawater by
means of freely propagating electromagnetic waves is
diliicult to accomplish and is usually restricted to
frequencies in the lowest part of the radio band,
where the wavelengths are largest, and to ranges that
are short in comparison to those that can be
achieved at the same frequencies above the sea surface. While it d oes not yet appear possible to avoid
lhis high attenuation when the transmitter and
receiver are both deeply immersed and sepa ra ted
from interfaces with other media by many seawater
skin depths, a number of studies ha ve suggested that
increased range can be achieved by locating the submerged transmitter and receiver near to the sea surface and u tilizing the " up-over-and-down," or "surface," mode of propagalion [e.g., Moore and Blair,
1961 ; Ha11sen, 1963 ; M oore, 1967; Bube11ik and
Fraser-Smith, 1978]. In this mode the major part of
the propagation path is through air a low-loss
medium, and increased range resul~. Less well
known is the " down-under-and-up, " or "seabed,"
1
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mode of propagation [.Motr and Biggs, 1963; Coggon
and Morrison, 1970; Frieman and Kroll, 1973; Bostick
et al., 197 8; Bubenik and F raser-Smilh, 1978; I nan,
1984 ; King et al., 1986; Ki11g, 1986; lllan et al., 1986],
l11e seabed, being electrically conducting, has nominally the same 55 dB/wavelength rate of atten uation
for propagat ing electromagnetic fields as does seawater, but because its electrical conductivity is less, and
possibly much less, than that of seawater, the wavelength is larger and the attenuation per unit distance
is smaller. Some of the properties of this mode were
studied by Bubenik and Fraser-Smirh (1978] for a
transmitter and receiver located at points equidistant
between the surface and floor of a sea one seawater
skin depth deep. We now extend this earlier work by
considering specifically the increased p ropagation
range that might be achieved by placing the transmitter a nd receiver directly on the seatloor and
making full use of the seabed mode. As we will show,
substantial increases in range can result.
This work is essentially a continuation or a recent
study, reported by !nan et al. (1986), on the enhancerrn:nts and other changes produced in the ULF/ELF
fields generated along the seafloor by long current·
carrying cables also located on the seafloor. Also relevant is the article by Fraser-Smith et al. [ 1987] describing large amplitude changes in dipole fields induced by the seabed under different circumstances
from those investigated here.
Until the last few years it was difficult to evaluate
many of the expressions for the field components
produced along a senftoor by harmonic dipole
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sources located on the seafloor without either
making major simplifying assumptions, and thus obtaining approximate (sometimes very approximate)
values for the field components, or being forced to
use numerical integration techniques, which can be
difficult to implement but which can give accurate
field values over wide ranges of frequency and distance. Our approach to computing di pole fields has
been to use a numerical integration technique, and
that is the method we have used in this work to
obtail1 the field values. However, a substantial analytical advance has recently been made by R. W. P.
King and his coworkers in evaluating the fields produced along a seafioor, with the result that a number
of new analytical expressions of varying degrees of
approximation are now available for the field components [e.g., King and Brown, 1984; King, 1985a, b].
We find that there is good agreement between the
field values we compute and the field values computed from King's least approximate expressions
within their ranges of applicability. We also find
good agreement, in fact agreement to many significant figures, between field values we compute using
our numerical integration technique and field values
calculated from the exact analytical expressions for
certain field components produced by vertical magnetic and horizontal electric dipole sources [Wait,
1952, 1961].
The seabed in our work is represented by a single
semi-infinite conducting layer, and thus no attempt is
made to take account of the lithospheric duct mode
of propagation, concerning wlrich there now exists a
considerable literature [e.g., Wait, 1954; Wheeler,
1961; Burrows, 1963; Gabillard et al., 1971; Wait and
Spies, 1972a, b, c; Heacock, 1971; Bostick et al,,
1978]. If such a duct does exist, as suggested by the
literature (but unfortunately not yet adequately
tested by experiment), there should be increa~es in
the amplitudes of the electromagnetic fields produced
at the receiver above those predicted by our computations. However, because our transmitter and receiver are located on the seafioor, and therefore some
distance above the probable center of the duct, the
increase in the field leyels is much more likely to be
due to a lower effective seabed conductivity than to
any ducting of fields.
Although we refer to the seabed "mode of propagation" in this work, we should point out that the
mode is not a clearly defined theoretical entity as are,
for example, the transverse magnetic, transverse electric, and transverse electromagnetic modes in wave-

guides. We use the term to distinguish the fie! ds
propagating primarily through the seabed from those
propagating (1) directly through the sea ("direct
mode"), (2) in the up-over-and-down mode ("surface
mode"), or (3) in a variety of higher-order modes. It
is possible to separate the contributions of the
various modes to the net fields measured at the
receiver, as is done by Bubenik and Fraser-Smit/1
[1978] and King [1985a]. However, by choosing a
very deep sea and a transmitter and receiver located
on the seafloor, as is done here., we eliminate the
up-over-and-down and higher-order modes and
minimize the contribution from the direct mode.
This work has application in studies of the properties of the seabed and its electrical conductivity in
particular (see Bannister [1968] and Coggon and Morrison [1970] for earlier work on this topic). It also
qualifies as a study of seabed effects in general [e.g.,
Weaver, 1967; Ramaswamy et al., 1972]. However, we
believe its primary application is in undersea communication. This application appears promising for
the following reasons. First, as we will show in this
paper, the seabed propagation mode offers ranges
that may be large in comparison with those that can
be achieved directly through seawater. Second, the
ambient noise level on the seafloor is likely to be
much lower than at t.he sea rnrface. Third, unlike
other possible undersea transmitter-receiver configu·
rations, once a transmitter and receiver have been
installed on the seafioor, their positions are unlikely
to change in the long term, and they can be comparatively easily located again for maintenance, if
necessary. Finally, it would be possible to colocate a
chain of receiver-transmitter pairs (analogous to the
repeaters used in other communication links} on the
seafloor between the primary transmitter and receiver and thus achieve increased range.
2. CALCULATION OF FIELD COMPONENTS

Figure 1 shows the geometry employed in the calculation of the electromagnetic field components produced at points on the seafloor by harmonic dipole
sources also located on the seafioor. A cylindrical
coordinate system (r, cji, z) is used, and the dipoles, of
moment m (magnetic dipoles) or p (electric dipoles)
and angular frequency w (w = 2rif), are placed at the
origin with the vertical dipole moments directed
upward along the z axis and with the horizontal
dipole moments directed along the :c axis (cp = 0).
The seatl.oor is the plane z = 0, the region z > 0 is
seawater (permittivity s5 , permeability µ 0 , conduc-
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tivity u,J, and the region z s; 0 is the seabed, which is
assumed to be a homogeneous conducting !lalf-space
with pcrmitth~ ty e1 , permeability 11.0 , and conductivity a1 . The field components are computed at
points P (r, tj:i, 0). We consider all major categories of
dipole sources: vertically directed electric and magnetic dipoles (VEDs and VMDs, respectively) and
horizonta lly directed el~ctric and magnetic dipoles
(HEDs a nd HMDs, respectively). The field expressions for the four dipole types are as follows:
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space wavelength [K raichman, 1976]. This condition
is always well satisfied for the source recdver dis-
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AU the above field quantities arc sinusoidal functions of time, and thus, in the representation used
here, they arc complex quantities with the implicit
multiplier e1'", and the actual fields are given by the
real parts of the expressions. The following equations
define the subsidia ry variables appearing in the expressions:
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tances considered in this paper, and thus our data
could be said to apply under the conditions of the
quasi-static approximation. However, the terminology appears to have little significa nce when the propagation paths arc confined to conducting media.
We evaluated the dipole field expression s numerically, using the techniques described by Bubenik
[1977]. The dipole moments were set equal to unity
(m - 1 A m 2 and p = 1 A m), and for dipoles of
arbitrary moment our field values should be multiplied by the moment to obtain the corresponding
field magnitudes. The computations were also carried
out in normalized form, to preserve generality and to
reduce the computational effor t [Bubenik and FraserSmirli, 1978; Fraser-Smicli and Bubenlk, 1979, 1980].
The two important features of this normalization are
(I) the seabed conductivity is referred to that of seawater, and (2) distances are measured in units of the
seawater skin depth lJ,, where
(24)

where
2.us

p(t~ =- -"~ +
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u: ~ 12 + 1:

+ uf
2y:u,
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u]:::al 2 + -,}

y;-iw~u.

YJ = IW!Jolfi

2:J;u,

F~~' "' y:ur + yJu~
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F~1 .. ~

(20a)

u,

(20b)

As a result of this normalization procedure, frequeucy and conductivity a re removed as explicit
variables during evaluation of the field expressions.
We use the picotesla as our unit for the magnetic
field (1 pT = 1 m/ = 10- 12 n, and the electric field
data are presented in units of nricrovolts per meter.

(21)
(22)

is the permeability of free space (µ 0 = 4n:
x 10 -' H /m ; the seabed is assumed to be nonmagnetic), and the quantities y, and y1 are the propagation constants for the sea a nd seabed. There is an
approximation involved in the two expressions that
are given for 1', and "fi· For a general conducting
medium (µ, e, c), the full expression for the propagation constant is

3. NU MERICAL RESULTS

Our result< consist of amplitude data for (1) the
radial and vertical electric field components E, and
E, , the total electric field EToT , and the total magnetic field BToT (BTOT = B"') produced by the VED,
and (2) the radial and vertical magnetic field components B, and B, , the total electric field ETOT (ETO't =
£ •), and the total magnetic field component &roT
produced by the VMD. We also present (3) amplitude data for tbe three electric field components (E,.
(23)
y 2 ~ -w2 µ£ + twµo
E• , EJ, three magnetic field components (B,, B•, B,),
but for the conducting media and frequencies of in- total electric field ETOT, and total magnetic field Bi-oT
terest in this work (ULF/E LF; frequencies less than produced by the HED and HMD at the two prin3 kHz) the displacement current term w2 11t may be cipal azimuthal angles <f> = 0° and 90°. This choice of
neglected. This is a common approximation in the azimuthal angles simplifies the presentation of the
computation of electromagnetic fields produced by field data; furthermore, as we will now show, it does
harmonic dipole sources in the presence of conduc- not significantly limit the applicability of the field
ting media. It is often made as par t of the " quasi- data at general azimuthal angles.
Because of the sin tfi and cos t/> terms appearing in
static approximation," which is applicable when the
source-receiver distances are much less than a free the equations for the field components produced by
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the two h orizontal dipoles (equations (7)-·(l 8)), only
one of t he horizontal electric componen ts (E. and E.;)
aod one of the horizontal magnetic components (B,
and B•) are produced by each of the dipoles when
t/> ~ o• or 90' (these nonzero h.orizontal components
are denoted either by EHOR and BHo•, when t here is a
\'Crtical electric or magnetic field component p resent
as well, o r by ETOT o r BTOT. when they are th e only
electric or magnetic field component; whether they
are radial or azim uthal can be determined quickly by
notin g the azimuthal angle and referring to (7)-(1 8)).
Similarly, only one ofthc two vert.ical components E 0
and B, is produced at each of the two azimuthal
angles. As a result, only t hree basic electric a nd magnetic field compo nents a re produced by the h orizontal dipo les when ¢ = O' and 90". T hese two choices
of <P therefore simplify the presentation of numerical
field data, but not at the expense of generality, since
field amplit udes at an arbitrary r/> can be obtained by
multiplying the amplitudes given for </> = O" or
<Ji = 90° by the appropriate value of cos iJ> or sin </>.
The cho ice of which angular rum.:tion to tllle is determined by the p resence of the function in t he applicable eq ualion of t he set (7)--{ 18). F or example, suppose am p litudes a1·e required for the three electric
field componen ts E,, E_., and E, produced by the
HED at azimuthal angler/>. The amplitudes of E, and
E, arc found by referring to the HED, r/> = 0°, results
and multiplying the appropriate values of E Hok and
£, by cos </>, which appears in (7) and (9) for the two
field componen ts, and the amplitude of E" is found
by referr ing to the HED, q, = 90°, results and multiplying tile appropriate ETOT value by sin cf>, which
appears in (8).
T he presenta tion of the field data is similar, but
not iden tical, to p resentations used previously by Buhenik and Fraser-Smith [ 1978) and Fraser-Smith and
B11benik [ 1979, 1980]. First, we present a series of
curves that give, in tbis case, the actual amplitudes of
the field s prod uced on the sealloor by a particular
unit moment dipole that is also located on the seafioor. N ext, we present additional curves that give
the ratios of the amplicudes of the fields pwduced by
the dipole in the prcscnoe of the seabed to the amplitudes produced under otherwise identical cond itions
by t he dipole submerged in the sea of infinite depth.
These latter curves enable us to identify the changes
produced in the fields specifically by the presence of
the seabed, since the absence or a seabed dTect is
i ndicate d by a ratio or unity.
To furt her illustrate ~he effects produced on the

field quantities by I.be seabed, tbe normalized seabed
conductivity u1 /u, is varied widely, with values in the
range 1 (no seabed effect), 0.3, 0.1, 0.03, 0.01, 0.003,
0.001. It is possible that some materials in a real
~abed have a normalized conductivity less than
0.001, but it is unlikely that the effective overall conductivity will be less than 0.001, because of t he inclusion of tbc relatively high conductivity sediments
close to the Aoor. Studies of the seaAoor conductivity
[e.g., Young and Cox, J98 L] suggest that a typical
conductivity for t he first l km of the seabed is OJ
S/m. Thus the range of seabed cond uctivities considered in our computations should cover most practical seabeds.
The fie ld data are prcseoted in six figures, as follows: VED, F igure 2; VMD, F igure 3; R E D, </I = 0°,
Fignre 4; HED, ¢ = 90°, Figu1·e 5; HMD, <fl= 0°,
Figure 6; and HMD. 4> = 90", Figure 7. Within each
figu re, t here are four panels on the left providing the
field amplitudes in parametric form, and matching
panels on the r ight containing the curves sh owing the
ratios of the field amplitudes produced by the dipole
o n the seafloor to the amplitudes produced under
o therwise identical conditions but with the seabed
replaced by seawater (q1 = a,). The ra tio curves provide a n imm ediate qu alitative indication of t he scale
of the enhancements, or decreases, of t he field amplitudes due to the presence of the seabed, since, as we
have noted, t he absence of a seabed effect is indicated
by a ratio of LO (in the figures, this corresponds to a
h orizon tal line passing th rough 0 on the vertical
axis). Iu addition. if desired, the curves can be used to
give quantit:1tivc information about the changes in
the fields caused by the seabed.
T o p rovide an example of t he use of the data in
F igures 2-7, suppose the source of the fields is a
VED of moment JO A m transmitting at 100 Hz and
we wish to know the amplitude o f E, at a d istan ce of
r = 100 m on a seabed y,~lh an effective conductivity
of 0.la, . F irst, we compute the seawater skin depth
I), at 100 H2 (it will be assumed that u, = 4.0 S/ m)
and obtain I),~ 25.2 m. Thus r/ I), = 3.97. From the
panel for E, in Figure 2 we read off E, x
= 3.0
x 102 µV/m x mlS, or E, = 0.0047 µV/ rn. Tbis electric field amplitude applies to a unit moment dipole;
for a dipole of m oment 10 Am it is E, = 0.047 µV/m.
Turning to the ratio curves, we make the perhaps
surprising finding that the seabed reduces the amplit ude of E, to about 0.35 of its equ ivalen t value in
seawater of infinite extent ; it is only for distances
greater than l M, in this example t hat t he amplitude

c:u,
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begins to show an increase due to the presence of the
seabed, but the increase with increasi.ng distance then
becomes very rapid. Finally, if we divide the amplitude of Ez (0.047 µV/ m) for the uni1 moment dipole
by 0.35, we obtain a n\Jlllerical value for the amplitude (0.134 1tY/m) that would be produced by the
dipole in a sea of infinite extent. The same amplitude
can be computed frorn the appropriate field expression in the set given by Kraichrnan [1976] for
dipoles immersed in an inJiaitc conducting medium,
thus providing a check: of the results of our numerical
computations.
For each dipole category there is at least one and
sometimes two (H6D, ¢ = 0' ; and H MD, </> = 0°)
matching panels missing on the right-hand sides of

the displays. The reason for the gaps is of great in·
terest from the point of view of the effects produced
by a seabed. Not only can the seabed change the
amplimdes of the field components that would be
present in the absence of the bed (er1 = a.), but it can
also produce new field components which, in addition, often have amplitudes that are greater than
those of the other components at large distances. Because these latter components do not exist in a sea of
infinite extent, ratio curves <.-a.nnot be computoo, and
gaps are produced in the displays. The missing pan els
on the right-hand sides of the figures therefore provide a guide to the field quantities that owe their
e:<.istence to the presence of the seabed. To be specific, the new field quantities are VED, E, ; VMD, B,;
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HBO, tf> = O°, E. and B• (or BroT); HED, t/i - 90°, B, conductivities and distances. The most approxima te
(or BHoR); HMO, ti>~ 0°, E"' (or E.roT) and B, ; and expression, given by King's equation (lOb), gives fiel<l
HMO, tP = 90", E, (or £ 110 ~). In addition to the miss- amplitudes differing from ours and from those given
ing ratio panels for these components, it will be by King's more accurate expression (equation (45a))
noted that the parametric amplitudes are only plot- by up to a factor of 2, depending on which part of
ted for q rfu, :S: 0.3, since the componcnts do not King's "useful intermediate range" is involved. On
existfora1 /u,= J.
the other hand, the more accurate expression gives
For comparison with our dipole field data we also field values that arc in close agreement with ours,
computed numerical values for some of the field particularly within the middle part of the range of
components produced by ao HED located on the applicability of the expression.
In addition to the above comparison, we also comseafloor using the approx.imatc expressions given by
King [1985a, b]. Specifically, we took the lwo ex- puted values of f:.; and B, for the VMD and B, for
pressions for the HED electric field component Ef, the HED using exact analytical expressions given by
given by King [1985a, equations (lOb) and (45a)] and Wail [1952, t96t] and compared the results with
calculated the field amplitudes for various seabed those obtained by o ur numerical integration method.
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For lhe distances and seabed conductivities covered
by the data in Figures 2- 7 there was excellent agreement between the two sets of field data, usually to
many significant figures. Howe~·e r, for combinations
of large distances and high seal>W conductivities outside those inustrated in the figures, the field quantities became so sm all that computer rounding errors
in the numerical integratio n method introduced discrepancies. Partly for th.is reaso1\, and partly lo save
comp\1fation time, the ratio data in the figures were
computed using the known a nalytical expr essions for
the fields produced in a sea of infinite depth [Kraichman, t916].
4.

DISCUSSION

There arc a number of inleresting general features
of t he data shown in Figures 2-7. First, as anticipated, there can be substantial increases in the field
components produced along the seafioor in comparison 10 those that would be produced under otherwise
identical conditions in a sea of infinite extent. These
increases only occur for horizontal d istances greater
than about 3'5., but they then grow rapidly with distance. Increases of 4 orders of magnitude or more at
dislances of 20'5, are typical. Second, for field amplitudes that are approaching the limit of detection of
present measuremenl systems, the presence of the
seabed can increase t he range of delection of the
fields by roughly 2-10 times, depending on the effective conductivity of the seabed. Third, as we have
already noted, additiom1l field components are produced when a seabed is present (in comparison to a
sea of infinite depth), and some of these additional
components predominate al larger distances. Finally,
fourth, the ratio curves tend to be very similar for the
range of seabed conductivilies covered by our computations (a1 /rr, = 0.001-0.3 S/m ). Nevertheless, we
know tha t the curves trnnsform into a horizon tal line
passing through 0 on the vertical axis a s a1 /a,-. 1,
and there is indeed some evidence for this transformation when the ratio cmves for a1 /a, = 0.1 and 0.3
are compared with the others. Our interpretation of
this result is that the fi eld amplitudes produced at
distances greater than about 5c5, are particularly sensitive to seabed conductivities in the rnoge O.la. to
I.Ou,. Conversely, except fo r the VED fields and E,
for the HMD, q, = 90°, the field amplitudes tend not
to be ~·ery sensitive to seabed conductivities Jess than
aboutO.la,.
Comparing the fields generated along the seafloor,

we see that there are some major difference$ between
dipole type~. In particular, fo r low seabed conductivities, the HED and HMD produce much larger
fields at large distances than do the VED and VMD.
The difference is substantial, amounting to 2 orders
of magnitude at a disulllce of 100'5, for a1 /a, = 0.001.
This result is in agreement with the more restricted
observation by Frieman and Kroll [1973] that an
HED was far su perior to a VED for producing ULF
fields along the seafioor. We might also comment
that the VED also appenrs inferior to other dipole
types for producing fields at short to moderate distances (r < 10c5J, particularly whee the seabed has a
iow effective conductivity.
In conclusion, t his study makes evident the important role that the sealloor could play in undersea
communication by means of freely propagating
ULF/ ELF electromagnetic waves from harmonic
dipole sources located on o r near the seafioor. The
combination of possible large seabed enhancements
of the fields, comparatively lo w noise levels from atmospheric sources, and a fixed surface on which repeaters can be located could well make feasible the
utilization of the seabed as a commu nication
medium.
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